LETTERS TO NATURE
The Guerrero gap in southern Mexico is perhaps one of the
more clearly identified seismic gaps in the circum-Pacific belt'-3.
It lies immediately south of the rupture area o f the 1985
Michoacan earthquake4**(Fig. 1). A telemetered, nine-station
seismic network northwest of Acapulco (Fig. 1) records daily
an average of four to five earthquakes, with coda-wave magnitude ( M , ) in the range 1-4, which are located using the program
HYPO71 (ref. 6) and a velocity model reported for this area'.
The results presented here include events recorded during a
three-month temporary experiment performed in 1986 and
earthquakes located from August 1987 to December 1988 by
the permanent network.
The distribution of seismicity shows an unusual disposition
along two bands of activity (Fig. 1). The coastal band of seismicity is -35 km wide and shows hypocentres with focal depths
of between 10 and 25 km. The second zone of seismicity lies
farther inland and is clearly separated from the coastal activity,
showing focal depths of between 32 and 42 km. The absence of
earthquakes between these two seismic bands is more evident
where the station coverage is best. Also, practically no seismic
activity is located between the coastal seismic zone and the
trench (Fig. 1). Although this area is outside the network, the
absence of seismic activity here is not due to its distance to the
seismic instruments on land; small earthquakes (O < M, < 1) are
routinely located along the coast at equivalent distances from
the centre of the network. This low level of near-trench seismicity
appears where saturated sediments may have a dominant role
in the mechanical behaviour of the plate interface.
In cross-section, the hypocentral distribution reflects the
subduction of the Cocos plate beneath Mexico (Fig. 2). The
void of seismicity between depths of 25 and 32 km, separating
the two parallel seismic zones, is clearly visible on cross-sections
where the accuracy of the locations is better (BB', CC' and DD').
The apparent absence of this void in section A A probably
reflects poor hypocentral control of earthquakes located outside
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THE western coast of Guerrero in southern Mexico has been
identified as a seismic gap on the Middle American Trench in
which no large earthquakes have occurred at least since 1908. It
has been suggested that the seismic energy accumulated since 1908
will 'eventually be released by a large earthquake. A permanent
seismic network was installed to monitor the seismicity of this
mature seismic gap and to understand the geometry of the subducted slab beneath this region. The seismicity defines an unusual
distribution along two bands of seismic activity parallel to the
coast. The resulting geometry of the subduction zone shows that
the Cocos plate dips a t a shallow angle beneath the North American
plate to a depth of -40 km; from there the subducted slab is bent
upward, following a subhorizontal trajectory extending inland at
a depth of -50 km. This plate geometry is reminiscent of that
found io Peru and central Argentina, two other regions where a
young oceanic plate is being subducted. In Mexico, however, the
slab underplates an overriding plate which is only half as thick
as that observed in South America. A possible oceanic origin of
the allochtonous terranes comprising southern Mexico may explain
the presence of the anomalously thin lithosplïere in this region.
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FIG. 1 a, Map showing the location of stations of
the Guerrero seismic network (solid triangles)and
of the selected epicentres. Cross-sections are
shown in Fig. 2. Composite fault-plane solutions
are in lower-hemispheric projection; solid quadrants indicate compressional first motions. b,

Location of the Guerrero gap relative to the rupture
areas (ovals)of previous large earthquakes in the
region. Station coordinates: PDE, 17.46" N,

100.74" W TET, 17.16" N, 100.63" W NUX,
17.21" N, 100.75" W, PAP, 17.30" N, 101.04" W;
POP, 17.02"N, 100.24"W, FLO. 17.22"N,
100.39"W POG, 17.37"N, 100.62"W P E ,
17.47"N, 100.18" W SJR, 17.14"N, 100.47" W.
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FIG. 2 Cross-sections of
the seismicity (open
circles) shown on Fig. 1.
Size of symbols indicate
magnitude of hypo- YE
centres. Notice the two
distinct seismic clus- 5a
ters in the three cross- n
sections made within
the seismic network
(BB',CC' and DD').
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of the network. Notice also that the overriding plate is virtually
aseismic (Fig. 2). Composite fault-plane solutions of the coastal
earthquakes show shallow-thrust faulting dipping to the northeast, reflecting the relative motion of the Cocos and North
American plates (Figs 1 and 3). On the other hand, the deeper
seismic zone shows predominantly normal faulting with
tensional axes almost horizontal and oriented in the direction
of relative plate motion (Figs 1 and 3).
No microseismicity was located inland of the second seismic
band. Because of this, the trajectory of the subducted slab farther
inland can not _be determined only from the microearthquakes
located by thë network. Nevertheless, some large events occurring inland have been studied using teleseismic data, such as the
Tlapehuala event of 6 June 1964 (M, = 6.7). Its focal mechanism
and hypocentral depth are well constrained using body-wave
modelling', indicating normal faulting with almost horizontal
T-axis oriented NNE-SSW (Fig. 4) at a depth of 55 km, similar
to that of other tensional earthquaktes within the subducted slab
in central
Another earthquake on 2 July 1968 also
shows (ref. 14) normal faulting at a depth of 45 kmI4 in the
region where no seismicity has been recorded by the network.
The geometry of the slab is inferred by projecting the hypocentre
of these two earthquakes onto a cross-section together with the
microseismic data (Fig. 4).
The data show that the Cocos plate subducts beneath the
North American plate at a shallow angle which steepens progressively to -12". The maximum depth of strong seismogenic
plate contact is 25 km. Beneath this depth the subducted slab
bends sharply, following a quasi-horizontal trajectory underplating southern Mexico for at least 150 km (Fig. 4). The narrow
coastal seismicity reflects the relative motion of the Cocos and
North American plates, whereas the tensional earthquakes
located deeper and farther inland seem to reflect flexural stresses
induced by the sharp bend in the slab. The morphology of the
slab to the north of the flat portion is still not known (Fig. 4).
Probably the slab steepens north of this region, reaching a depth
of -100 km beneath the volcanic belt, as observed in most
subduction zones". The apparent buoyancy of the slab in central
Mexico may be due to the young age of the Cocos plate. In
southeastern Mexico and Central America, where the Cocos
plate is olderI6, the slab dip becomes steeper (30")with no
evidence of a horizontal
The flexure of the subducted slab near the coast may explain
also the presence of great, lithospheric tensional earthquakes
occurring in Mexico immediately downdip of the megathrust
plate contact. The 15 January 1931 event in Oaxaca ( M w= 8.0)13,
and probably the great earthquake of 19 June 1858 in northern
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Michoacan ( M , = KO),,are difficult to explain by the purported
gravitational pull of a slab that is subhorizontal and shallower
than -100 km in central Mexico".". Their origin is perhaps
better explained by flexural stresses present in the contorted slab.
This bend in the slab at a depth of -30 km apparently limits
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FIG. 3 Composite focal mechanisms of the earthquakes shown on Fig. 1.
Solid circles indicate compressional first motions: smaller symbols are
indicative of nodal arrivals. The letters P and T indicate axes of maximum
and minimum compression respectively.Projection is on a lower-hemisphere
stereonet.
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FIG. 4 Geometry of the subducted slab beneath southern Mexico. Seismicity
corresponds to that of cross-section CC' on Figs 1and 2. Focal mechanisms
of microearthquakesand of teleseismic event^^.'^ are shown on side-looking,
lower-hemisphere projection. Dark quadrants indicate compressional first
motions. Arrows indicate approximate projected orientation of the T-axes.
Insert shows comparison between subduction zones in central Peru2223and
southern Mexico. Notice the continental lithosphere in Peru is twice as thick
as that of Mexico.

the downdip extent of the seismogenic zone, explaining the
unusually narrow megathrust plate contact found in the Mexican
subduction zone; a fact corroborated by aftershock studies performed after large subduction earthquakes in M e ~ i c o ~ ~ ~ * ' . " - ' ~ ,
which show that the rupture areas of interplate events in this
region are consistently shallower than 20 km. This relktively
narrow seismogenic interface in Mexico may explain why the
Middle American arc, where young oceanic lithosphere is being
subducted at a fast rate (-6.5 cm yr-I), does not have the large
contact zone that results in major earthquakes (M,> 9.0) like
those of 1960 in Chile or 1964 in Alaska. The seismogenic zone
in Guerrero is as narrow as the 1985 Michoacan rupture.
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